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Working across sculpture, collage, installation and other media, Mexican-born, Brussels-based artist 
Gabriel Kuri is fascinated by the logic of everyday objects and resources. Often using repurposed 
materials - natural, industrial and otherwise - he links questions of form with how we value, circulate and 
assign function. Playing with the principles of minimalism and the history of consumption, he considers 
the information of materials and information materially.

For his first solo exhibition in Ireland, Kuri presents a new site-specific installation that recasts the 
cavernous architecture of the Douglas Hyde Gallery, creating a static field to reduce the building’s energy 
use during the run of the exhibition. The large-scale installation drastically transforms the space. It is 
made up of a makeshift dropped ceiling littered, in a seemingly accidental accumulation, with residues of 
human interactions and life; coins, cigarette butts and moths. Each smoked cigarette or coin becomes a 
remnant, a punctuation mark in human interaction. Thousands of these punctuation marks are gathered 
and composed in a grid-like format within rectangular wooden frames across the space.
 
This ambitious work is accompanied by a smoke drawing traversing the gallery walls, achieved by burning 
sheets of paper printed with figures relating to the logistics of this structural intervention, and an itemised 
estimation of the cut in the energy bill it should bring about. Alongside both, Kuri is showing a selection of 
new and recently produced thermally insulated sculptural works. Kuri’s gesture not only sets into motion 
a system that regulates an exchange of energy, money and labour, but it also functions as a looping 
proposition: an occasion that speaks about its occurrence, a space that assesses space, a possibility that 
reflects on possibility. For Kuri art is always philosophy; it is “one of the ways in which art can be radical. 
It’s about transforming and reinventing what is around us.”1

Gabriel Kuri: spending static to save gas is organised in collaboration with Oakville Galleries, Oakville, Canada.               

We would like to thank the Irish Museum of Modern Art for their production residency, Janice Hough, Assistant 
Curator: Residency and Artists’ Programmes at IMMA, and Esther Schipper, Berlin, for their support. 

Gabriel Kuri joined Gabriel Orozco’s workshop Taller de los viernes from 1987 to 1991. In 1992, he 
received his BA in Visual Arts at Escuela Nacional de Artes Plásticas (UNAM) in Mexico City. In 1995 he 
completed his MFA at Goldsmiths University of London. In 2011, he was selected for an Artist Commission 
at The Armory Show and shortlisted for the Belgian Art Prize 2019. Recent solo exhibitions include: 
Sorted, Resorted, WIELS, Brussels, 2019; Gabriel Kuri: Afterthought is Never Binary, Sadie Coles HQ, 
London (2017); Product Testing Unit, Alte Fabrik, Rapperswil-Jona, Switzerland (2016); Gabriel Kuri: 
with personal thanks to their contractual thingness, Aspen Art Museum, United States (2015).

1: “CONVERSATIONS: Strange and Seductive Objects: Gabriel Kuri”, by Phillip Hindahl, Mousse Magazine, 2019



List of works 

Upper level

spending static to save gas, 2020, Installation with dropped ceiling and mixed media.

chart, 2020, smoke drawing on wall.

Lower level

1: moth wings positive and negative, 2019, wooden crate with customised CNC cut thermally insulated foam, 
fibreglass and aluminum.
  
2: irish heating bill, 2019, wooden crate with customised CNC cut thermally insulated foam, fibreglass and 
aluminum.

3: moth wings and padding props, 2019, wooden crate with customised CNC cut thermally insulated foam, 
fibreglass and aluminum.

4: error bars, 2019, wooden crate with customised CNC cut thermally insulated foam, fibreglass and aluminum.

All works courtesy of the artist and Esther Schipper, Berlin.
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